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The $ fell across the board as a weaker than expected Japanese Tankan report & a midnight 
deadline passing without agreement in the Iran nuclear talks hit the greenback. 

The BOJ Tankan survey of big manufacturers remained stable at +12 in Q1, vs expectations 
of a 2 point increase to +14. This saw the Nikkei fall sharply which dragged $/Yen lower. 

$/Yen’s drop found support ahead at 119.40, leaving stops below 119.30 & 119.00 safe for 
now. With the Nikkei recovering some of its losses so $/Yen headed higher back towards 
120.00. 

The Iran talks ended without agreement, but talks were to be extended into another day. 
Some of the nations involved said some key aspects had been agreed but others said crucial 
details were still far apart. 

EUR/$ gained from the weaker $, tripping stops through 1.0750 & 1.0780 but option offers 
ahead of 1.0800 capped the rise. Stops seen above 1.0800 but more selling at 1.0820 & 
1.0850. 

Chinese PMI data was mixed with the official data edging up to 50.1 in March from 49.9 in 
February but the HSBC index fell to 49.6 from 50.7. 

Australian manufacturing index improved slightly in March, up 0.9 to 46.3, still below the 50 
threshold between contraction & expansion. 

Kansas City Fed policymaker George said monetary easing by overseas central banks 
should benefit both the global & US economies, adding she is little worried about the rise in 
the $. 
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